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INTRODUCTION

WHO WE ARE

DEFINITION OF 
PARTNERSHIP

STATEMENT OF FAITH

We have created this handbook to help you prepare for your trip to Gabon.  
Some of the material is for informational purposes only, but other information 
is imperative for you to read and follow so that you are prepared for your 
travel. The most important aspects of this handbook include information 
regarding passports, immunizations/medications, visas or authorizations for 
entry and travel insurance,  We hope that this is helpful information for you 
in organizing your travel.  We are so excited that you are joining E4 Project on 
this adventure. If you have any questions about the information included in 
this packet, please contact either:
 Dan Lewan dan@e4project.org 
 Todd Wilklow todd@e4project.org
 Brynn Schmidt brynn@e4project.org

In some cases, E4 Project will take care of all aspects of your travel, including 
booking your flights and accommodations. However, in most cases, your group 
will book their own air travel.  You are responsible to have a current passport 
and make sure you have all of the immunizations that are required to travel 
to Gabon. We believe that our organization and trip planning will allow you 
to focus on the importance of your trip – preparing your heart to immerse 
yourself into a new culture, praying consistently for your team and travel and 
working towards the goal of establishing new and long lasting relationships 
with our Indigenous Ministry Partners.  We ask that you please review our 
guidelines as well for representing E4 Project and your church or organization 
in Gabon. 

We have also included some material regarding our approach to ministry at 
E4 Project and guiding principles about the E4 Process.  This will help you 
familiarize yourself with our ministry and how we interact and approach things 
with our Indigenous Ministry Partners in Gabon.  

E4 Project is a faith-based international leadership community that brings 
sustainable solutions to impoverished communities in Gabon, Africa, its 
neighboring countries, and around the world.

A relationship between two or more interdependent churches or organizations 
that pray, plan, leverage resources, and intentionally work together to achieve 
the shared vision God has given them to advance His Kingdom, in ways they 
could not accomplish alone.

E4 Project fully subscribes to the faith statement and concern per the 
Lausanne Covenant for World Evangelization. A copy of this document can be 
provided upon request.
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E4 PROJECT'S 
HOLISTIC APPROACH 
TO MINISTRY

E4 PROCESS

This information on our approach to ministry can also be found on our website 
at www.e4project.org. 
 
Following Christ’s example, our hearts should break for the things that break 
His heart (paraphrased from Bob Pierce, founder of World Vision). Jesus 
consistently had compassion for the poor and marginalized. We apply the 
wholistic approach to ministry, which can be defined as serving the needs of 
the whole person – social, mental, physical and spiritual. This is how Christ 
met people where they were, and it is what we want to do as well.

Our goal, first and foremost, is to love others – this was Christ’s example 
and calling to us as He clearly stated in Matthew 22:35-39, “One of them, 
an expert in the law, tested him with this question: “Teacher, which is the 
greatest commandment in the Law?” Jesus replied: “Love the Lord your God 
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the 
first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbor 
as yourself.”

If we follow the examples seen in Jesus’ ministry by serving the whole person, 
it will naturally lead people to the person of Jesus – this will be natural not 
manufactured. We believe that developing relationships based on Christ’s love 
and hope is first and foremost in this process. 

At E4, our knowledge on poverty alleviation and transformational development 
has come from both experience in working with communities in Gabon and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, as well as many resources and training 
experiences that have shaped our thinking over the last several years. Our 
written resources are listed in the handbook, and we encourage you to check 
out the books and websites that have impacted us in our learning process.

At E4, we believe the initial step is education. Fundamentally, change begins 
with knowledge that influences the heart, and this is where change starts to 
occur. We want to raise awareness about the issues of poverty. We want to 
encourage people to play a part in God’s plan to take care of those in need. 
Then, we connect these people to each other and form partnerships where we 
can all work together to transform communities for Christ around the world.
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E4 PROCESS (cont'd) We strive to build servant minded relationships with people who are already 
serving and working in their own communities to the glory of Christ and his 
kingdom to come.  This is where our engage piece comes in.  It is our goal 
at E4 to be connectors of people from both the west and the developing 
world. We create partnerships and relationships with like-minded people who 
are striving for the same positive change in communities. Each of us has a 
role to play in the efforts to alleviate poverty, and it is best done together in 
relationship with local church leaders and organizations.

At E4, we believe that the local church and community leaders must take 
the lead in all projects. We are there to come alongside them to help equip 
them with resources, knowledge and additional labor through sending short-
term teams. By doing this, we can supplement their long-term programs and 
projects and be an example to the world of how the members of the body of 
Christ serve each other. We base this off of Ephesians 4:12, “to equip His 
people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up”.

Our ultimate goal is to empower our Indigenous Ministry Partners. We walk 
with the local faith leaders in a community through a process that will create 
a sustainable and physical benefit to the people. Through this process, we 
also establish relationships that empower the local people to work together for 
the good of their own community.  Our hope is that our Indigenous Ministry 
Partners will replicate this process in other parts of their country and the 
world. The following illustrates the role of our four E's:

Educate - Raise awareness about all issues related to poverty and present 
people with ways to effect change through holistic ministry approaches

Engage - Connect leaders throughout the world to defend the cause of the 
poor and needy.  We can serve God and others more effectively together than 
we can on our own.

Equip - Bridge the gap between available resources (people, financial and 
technological) with the needs of impoverished communities

Empower - Our ultimate goal is to help our Indigenous Ministry Partners create 
sustainable solutions, and to see them replicate the E4 process in other 
impoverished nations.
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E4 OPERATING 
PRINCIPLES

1.  It’s all about relationships.  Relationships are the end goal (John 17:21-
23) – Most people see relationship as a means to an end – usually a project 
or program. At E4 we reverse that equation and see relationship as the end, 
and a project or program as part of the means. This simple concept has 
revolutionized our decision making process.  We are not willing to compromise 
Biblical relationship principles to justify getting a project or program 
completed.  The only thing that we will take into eternity is our relationships 
with each other – this is our focus.
 
2.  Indigenous Led/Indigenous Driven  – The goal of long-term sustainability 
is deeply rooted in local stakeholders. We will come alongside our partners to 
help where we can, but they will drive their own programs. 

3.  Our partners will apply the wholistic approach to ministry. This is defined 
as serving the needs of the whole person – social, mental, physical and 
spiritual. This is how Christ met people where they were, and it is what we 
want to do as well. Every program or project we are involved with will have this 
as the foundation.

4.  Peer Partnership vs. Paternal Partnerships (Philippians 2:3-8) - Healthy 
relationship demands that we not only consider others better then ourselves, 
but that we consider what their interests may be and then act on those 
considerations.

5.  Full Disclosure – We will use the tool of “partnership agreements” to agree 
together on shared values, clear expectations, agreed upon plans and common 
purpose.

EDUCATE

ENGAGE

EQUIP

EMPOWER
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HELPFUL STUDY 
MATERIALS

RESOURCES

RECOMMENDED BOOKS

We highly recommend that you read a book or two before you engage with our 
Indigenous Ministry Partners.  If possible, a team study or individual study 
of the workbook, The Beauty of Partnership Study Guide, edited by Werner 
Mischke, is a great place to start.  The other book that we recommend is 
When Helping Hurts – How to Alleviate Poverty Without Hurting the Poor….
and Yourself, by Steve Corbett & Brian Fikkert.  Both of these give an 
excellent foundation to the way that we, at E4 Project, strive to serve in the 
majority world.  We have also included a full list of resources and books that 
we have found extremely helpful.

When Helping Hurts by Steve Corbett & Brian Fikkert

Walking with the Poor – Principles and Practices of Transformational 
Development, by Bryant L. Meyers

Shared Strength, Exploring Cross-Cultural Christian Partnerships, edited by 
Beth Birmingham and Scott Todd

Global CHE Network at http://www.chenetwork.org

The Beauty of Partnership Study Guide, edited by Werner Mischke

We also recommend the following books for challenging your faith with what 
God calls us to do as followers of Jesus. The following books have changed 
the direction of our lives forever.

The Hole in Our Gospel, by Richard Stearns (also a study guide 
and personal journal)

The Treasure Principle – Unlocking the Secret of Joyful Giving, 
by Randy Alcron
 
Crazy Love – Overwhelmed by a Relentless God, by Francis Chan

Radical – Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream, by David Platt

Operation World – the Definitive Prayer Guide to Every Nation, by Patrick 
Johnstone & Jason Mandryk

Just Courage – God’s Great Expectation for the Restless Christian, by 
Gary Haugen

Half the Sky – Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide, by 
Nicholas D. Kristoff & Sheryl WuDunn
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GABON – GENERAL 
INFORMATION

INDIGENOUS MINISTRY 
PARTNERS 

Gabon is slightly less in size than the state of Colorado.  A large part of 
the country is covered by a dense tropical forest.  Gabon was portrayed 
by National Geographic in a documentary titled, “Gabon – The Last Eden” 
(2007).  It is a beautiful country with amazing wildlife and national parks.  
About 75% of the Gabonese people reside in the capital city of Libreville. The 
remaining 25% are spread throughout a few smaller cities and many  
small villages.

Dry Season runs from mid-June through mid-September.  It is generally warm 
and cloudy, cooler in the evenings and rarely rains.  The temperatures are in 
the 70s and 80s.

Rainy Season runs from mid-September through mid-June – it is usually sunny 
or raining and very hot and humid.  It rains on average every other day and 
temperatures are in the 80s and 90s.

The capital city is Libreville on the coast of Gabon. This is where our teams 
are based.
 
The Gabonese National Alliance Church – After a North American missionary 
presence of more than 70 years, the national church in Gabon is moving 
full circle from being a recipient of Christian missions to being a catalyst for 
holistic change in their own communities.  PK27 will be their first venture in 
establishing a foundation of hope in ministering to a segment of the country’s 
population that represents over 60% of the country.

RBC – The National Church’s Eye and Rehabilitation ministry. The Gabonese 
people do not have access to affordable eye care.  RBC partners with an eye 
clinic and ophthalmologist at Bongolo Hospital. They also provide rehabilitation 
care that is currently not available to the general population. (Pastor Jean-
Marc Ynguemba leads this ministry)

OSPAC – The National Church’s medical care and public health education 
ministry. They minister in city slums and outlying villages of the capital city, 
Libreville. OSPAC runs both a small base clinic and mobile medical clinics. 
PK27 will host their medical center where they can train public health 
volunteers, do low level surgery and provide basic health care consultation 
and medicine. This will be the first facility built at PK27. Currently we serve 
together with both RBC and OSPAC on most of our trips by assisting with at 
least one to two mobile medical clinics.  (Mdm Jeannine Ynguemba & Pastor 
Jacob Mouele lead this ministry)
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INDIGENOUS MINISTRY 
PARTNERS (cont'd)

PROJECT PK27

Hope House – A ministry home for abandoned and orphaned children. This 
ministry was birthed out of a local pastor’s vision to see orphaned and 
marginalized children given the opportunity to experience the love of Christ 
and parents, and to thrive and enact positive change on a society that had left 
them for dead.  (Pastor Israel & Nathalie Ndoungou run this ministry and have 
taken more than 50 children into their home)

Hands of Grace – What started out of ministry for widows The Hands of Grace 
is an entrepreneurship and training center for disadvantaged women in Gabon. 
The focus of this ministry is to equip poor women to provide for themselves 
and their families though small business while experiencing the love of a 
strong christian community.

HIV Hope  - We are in partnership with Martin Mbavu and his ministry in 
Libreville, Gabon for people with HIV/AIDS.  In partnership with E4 Project, 
Martin purchased land at Public Kilometer 23 (only 4 km away from our PK27 
future campus).  We will be serve with Martin to build a large home on this 
property to take care of and minister to the people of Gabon with HIV/AIDS.   

Mission
• Slow the spread or the expansion of HIV disease
• Reduce stigma and discrimination.

Vision
• Serve vulnerable people, in particular persons living with HIV/AIDS
• Reinforce other NGOs’ capacities fighting against HIV/AIDS thanks to HIV/

AIDS and hope approach
• Replicate the project in the future in other parts of Gabon and Africa.

PK27 is a 65-acre property that will serve the capital city of Libreville of 
750,000. The campus will eventually serve as a base for all medical & 
social outreach ministries. The land was surveyed and master-planned in the 
summer of 2011 by Engineering Ministries International (eMI). In February 
of 2012, eMI traveled back to Gabon and created plans and drawings for 
phase one of PK27.  Phase one includes a medical clinic that will eventually 
evolve into a larger Christian hospital to serve the massive medical needs of 
Libreville. This will become a strategic tool for evangelism and outreach to the 
poor and needy. Phase one will begin in 2016.
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IMMUNIZATIONS & 
MEDICATIONS 

VISA/AUTHORIZATION 
OF ENTRY 

In order to enter Gabon, you are required to have a Yellow Fever vaccination 
(International Certificate of Yellow Fever Vaccination – contact a travel clinic 
or travel doctor).  Keep your yellow Health Card with your passport at all times 
when traveling to Gabon. We recommend that you bring one immunization 
record card with stamps of all of your vaccinations and also your yellow fever 
record on this card.  

Other recommended vaccinations:
• Diphtheria
• Polio
• Typhoid
• Tetanus
• Hepatitis A
• Hepatitis B

E4 Project also requires that you take a daily or weekly Malaria preventive 
medicine– consult your family or travel doctor for a prescription.  The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention has good information on malaria and a list 
of countries and possible medications to choose from at http://www.cdc.gov/
malaria/travelers/drugs.html.

You will need to get the Yellow Fever vaccine from a travel health clinic, and 
possibly your Thyphoid vaccination as well.  All other vaccinations should be 
available through your family practitioner.  Your own doctor should provide 
these vaccinations for less than the travel clinics, and sometimes for just a 
co-pay, depending on your health insurance.

We also recommend that you talk to your family practitioner about possibly 
getting a couple of prescription medications to take with you.  Often times, 
when doctors know that you are traveling to majority world, they will give 
a prescription for antibiotics or other medications that you would not have 
access to if you were to get sick during your travels.  It is best to discuss with 
your doctor your travel plans and see what the recommendations would  
be, if any.

You will need to apply for an entrance visa to Gabon.  This process will be 
reviewed in detail with your team and an E4 staff member will assist your 
team with this process. Currently, we are getting visas through the Gabonese 
Consulate in New York, as visas were getting declined in Washington DC. Visas 
cost $160 and are good for 5 years. The visa application can be found on our 
website here: http://www.e4project.org/get-involved/trips/
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VISA/AUTHORIZATION 
OF ENTRY (cont'd)

TRAVEL INSURANCE

Visa application tips:

• Your original valid passport (minimum validity of 6 months at the entry 
date)

• One passport size photo (with the name written on the back). The color 
photo must be recent, passport size – 2x 2 (4,5cm x 4,5cm) and showing 
the full face, the forehead hairline and ears on a white background.

• Copy of your permanent resident card or any legal proof of residency in 
the USA

• Copy of your detailed flights itinerary or round trip tickets
• Yellow Fever Vaccination: in accordance with international health 

regulations, all persons entering Gabon are required to have a valid 
international certificate of Immunization against Yellow Fever

• Additional application tips:
• Your length of stay is the number of days that you are on the ground 

in Gabon.
• Always enter “Tourism” as the purpose of your journey.
• If you are in school, your occupation is “student.” 
• If you are a pastor, your occupation is “teacher.”  (Unfortunately, the 

term “pastor” has picked up a bad reputation in Gabon. In the past, 
people have entered the country calling themselves “pastors” who 
were not here to serve God.  Announcing to passport control that you 
are a pastor may stall or halt your process of entering the country.)

• If the question does not apply to you, answer “Not Applicable.”

As soon you receive your passport back with the completed visa inside, check 
to ensure that all information and dates are correct.  

Sometimes we have our Indigenous Ministry Partners arrange for authorization 
of entries instead of the normal travel visa.  If this is the method used, E4 
Project will handle all of the logistics for this, and you do not have to do 
anything regarding entrance into Gabon. We will provide your team with the 
necessary documentation before your trip.
As an extra measure of security, we recommend that each team member 
register with the U.S. Department of State (or your country’s equivalent) 
before traveling overseas.  This is an important step for any international 
travel.   https://travelregistration.state.gov/ibrs/ui/

E4 Project requires all trip participants to have travel insurance.  This is 
not optional, and you will not be allowed to travel without it.  We require all 
participants to use the Volunteer Card, or similar pre-approved insurance.  
Please go to www.e4project.org/get-involved/trips and click on the E4 
Volunteer Card link under E4 Project Forms to fill out the application.  The 
card will be issued and sent to you directly.  Each trip participant must get 
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GABON AIRPORT

ACCOMMODATIONS

the Plus Plan or higher from Volunteer Card.  Also, Volunteer Card has trip 
cancellation insurance that they offer at a reasonable price.  

When you get off the plane in Gabon, proceed into the terminal area where 
you will pass through a door where someone will ask to see your yellow 
International Health Card, which shows your Yellow Fever vaccination records. 

After you are cleared the health inspection, get into the line that says non-
residents.  Have your passport in hand, and other important documents ready 
but do not present them unless you are asked.  

In the baggage claim area, find a cart (they are free) but try not to let anyone 
help you get your bags or push your cart.  The reason we recommend this is 
you will have to pay the cart attendant who helps you, but they will not accept 
U.S. dollars.  Just be prepared to stand firm and hold onto your own cart, 
because they can be very insistent.

Once you have your bags you will head towards the “Douane” which is 
Customs.  They may or may not open your bags to inspect them.  The 
important thing here is to pay attention and only give your passport to 
someone who works for the airport.

When you get through Customs you will meet either an E4 staff member, or 
one of our Indigenous Ministry Partner leaders.

CFTAC Bible Institute Guest House – This is where most teams will stay in 
Gabon.  The accommodations are clean and comfortable, but basic.  The 
guesthouse has flush toilet bathrooms and showers, and bunk style rooms. 
Our Gabonese ministry partners will fix your meals and assist you with any 
needs at the house. 

Bongolo Hospital Guest House Libreville – TThis guest house is owned by 
the church and primarily serves as the guest house for Bongolo staff and 
visitors on their way in and out of Gabon. This has become our primary 
accommodation site where we have been given discounts for our teams and is 
centrally located within Libreville. You san expect clean sheets, hot showers, 
and a kitchenette.  

Hotels – There are a couple of different hotels that we use if this is an option 
that is preferred. The main hotel that foreigners stay at is Le Meridien, a 
Starwood Hotel option.  It is in downtown Libreville and the location is not 
as ideal for the work that we do in Gabon, but it is always an option for 
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individuals or teams who would like higher end arrangements.  Although it  is 
considered a more high end hotel in Gabon, it is more similar to a three star 
hotel in the States, but more expensive. There is one other motel style lodge 
that is clean and less expensive, but more basic.

Current and Voltage - You should not bring many things that need to be 
plugged in, but for those things you bring that run off of American 110 
voltage, you will need transformers.  Voltage in Gabon is 220; a 110-volt fan, 
for example, will burn out without a transformer.  Please bring a transformer 
along with you for additional support.

Laundry - limited laundry facilities may be available. 

We will ask you to sign a requirement and risk waiver prior to going on your 
trip.  This is the information that is in the waiver we will have you sign.  It 
may just be helpful for you to have this information in the handbook as well.  

1. Remember that I am working at the invitation of a local ministry. I will 
take the necessary steps to avoid offending my hosts (including but not 
limited to observing dress codes and trying food that is offered by my 
host). 

2. Remember that I have come to learn, not to teach. I will resist the 
temptation to tell people “how we do things” and be open to learning new 
ways of accomplishing tasks. 

3. Respect the host’s view of Christianity, even if it is different from what 
I am accustomed to. I will recognize that the purpose of this trip is to 
experience faith lived out in a new setting; it is not to change the people 
I meet. 

4. Develop and maintain a servant attitude toward nationals, missionaries, 
and my teammates. 

5. Fulfill all logistical requirements. I will obtain travel insurance, all required 
shots and malaria/other medications recommended by my doctor, and 
will comply with all requirements regarding passports, health insurance, 
finances, shots, etc. 

6. Refrain from any activity that could be construed as romantic interest or 
otherwise inappropriate behavior towards a national or team member.  

7. Abstain from the consumption of alcoholic beverages or the use of 

ACCOMMODATIONS 
(cont'd)

REQUIREMENTS
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tobacco or illegal drugs while on the trip. 

8. Submit to the authority of my team leader. 

9. Pay for all costs associated with my trip. If raising support, I will pay for 
any remaining balance between the trip costs and support raised. 

1. I assume that there exists certain risks involved in this travel experience, 
both known and unknown. Risks that include, but are not limited to, loss 
or damage to personal property, injury, and death due to unforeseeable 
events. 

2. I recognize the nature of the destination country dictates that not all 
dangers, hazards and perils can be foreseen or avoided. 

3. I respect team leader’s decisions and accept responsibility to learn and 
follow all safety standards, guidelines, and procedures established by the 
leader. 

4. I authorize E4 Project Inc. (E4) or any agent of E4 to act on my behalf 
should I be unable to do so and to consent to any reasonable  
medical care.

Clothing
 Long pants/capris
 Shorts (modest length – only for around guest houses)
 T-shirts, wide-strap tank-tops & nicer shirts
 Sleepwear
 1-2 outfits you don’t mind getting really dirty or stained
 Flip flops/sandals
 Sneakers/closed-toed shoes & socks

For women:
  Skirts/dresses below the knee (required for church services, also no 

tank tops for church services)
  Modest one piece or tankini bathing suit (no part of your stomach 

should show)

For Men:
 Khakis (or other nicer pants) & collared shirts (for church services)
 Swimming shorts
 (note for guys only: no piercings or jewelry should be visible.)

RISK

PACKING LIST 
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PACKING LIST (cont'd)

LUGGAGE TIPS

 
Additional Items
 Small purse or wallet (for ID and money)
  First Aid kit – useful items are hand sanitizer, anti-itch cream, 

Ibuprofen, Tylenol, Immodium, Neosporin, band-aids, etc.
 Beach towel
 Sunglasses/hat
 Water bottle
 Flashlight or headlamp
 Travel alarm clock (battery-powered)
 Bible & Journal
 Toiletries (women - don’t forget feminine products)
 Prescription medications 
 French-English dictionary or phrasebook
 Small size laundry soap (if you want to wash clothes in the sink)
  Snacks - anything you may want in addition to the meals provided by 

our Gabonese ministry partners (nutrition bars, trail mix, fruit leathers, 
drink powders to mix in water, peanut butter and jelly, etc.)

  Long sleeved t-shirts, light jacket or sweatshirt (for cooler  
nights & for bugs 

 Sunscreen & Mosquito Spray with DEET

What Not to Bring
 Bikinis & Speedos
 Spaghetti-strap or halter tops
 Leggings or tights
 Short shorts
 Flashy jewelry
 Hair-dryers, curling irons, straighteners
  Any facial piercings should please be removed

It is best to use suitcases or suitcase-sized trunks (no cardboard boxes) for 
your checked baggage. If you choose to pack supples in a large Rubbermaid 
container (a cheap packing option and you can donate the tub), make sure to 
drill holes in the lid and container and secure with zip-ties.  (Include extra zip-
ties taped on top so that it can be re-secured in case it gets opened.)
 
As always, check with the airline on baggage-size restrictions. If you will have 
excess luggage, call the airline ahead of time. Before traveling, always call or 
check online for the latest baggage policies.
Carry-On - We recommend you carry-on these items:
  Passport & all important documents – make copies of passports and 

Yellow Fever certificate to carry with you
 Camera/video camera
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LUGGAGE TIPS (cont'd)

POST TRIP REVERSE 
CULTURE-SHOCK

 1-2 changes of clothing
 Malaria medicine
 Money and other valuables
 Other necessities 
 Snack foods for travel

Checklist for Most Important Items
 Passport and Passport copies
 Plane Tickets
 Yellow Fever & Vaccination Records
 Malaria medications
 Visa (in passport)
 Bible & Journal
 Appropriate clothes and shoes
 Camera
  Cash for Gabon – travelers checks will not work, currency will be 

exchanged 
 Water bottle
  Over the counter medications such as Tylenol, Benadryl, Immodium, 

Benadryl creams, Neosporin, Tums, etc.  You may want to coordinate 
with your team on these items.

 Prescription medications
 Snacks – especially nutrition bars
  Small gifts for our Indigenous Ministry Partners who will host many 

meals for you
  Copy of travel insurance and emergency contact information and phone 

numbers
 Sunscreen & Bug Spray
 Medical supplies that your team can donate to our ministry partners

As you transition to life back home, you will start to process your trip.  
Naturally, everyone processes differently, so this is not cut-and-dry (in fact, 
it’s just plain messy) – but you can generally expect four stages.  Our E4 staff 
with also meet with your group after your return to help you navigate these 
stages.

1. Detachment.  You have already begun to shift your thoughts toward home 
and to emotionally separate from Gabon.  You may have started packing, 
deciding which stories you’ll share with your church, friends and family.  You 
may feel a mixture of sadness leaving Gabon, as well as excitement to return 
home.
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POST TRIP REVERSE 
CULTURE-SHOCK 
(cont'd)

2. Honeymoon.  Even before you leave Gabon, there’s building excitement and 
anticipation.  You can’t wait to see your best friend or your wife/husband, to 
eat your favorite comfort food, to sleep in your own bed, and understand the 
local language.  Your family is excited to see you and hear all your stories, see 
pictures and receive gifts.  

3. Irritability.  After a while, things calm down.  As time passes, friends who 
were initially excited to hear about your trip may be ready to talk about other 
things and they expect you to move on as well.  Meanwhile, you are still 
processing the life changing experience you had in Gabon.  Depending on 
your personality, you may either “flee” or “fight”.  Those that “flee” retreat 
into themselves or try to reach out to their teammates, wanting to recreate 
the community they had before.  The “fighters” may lash out to those closest 
to them and become critical of what they see as the needlessly extravagant 
lifestyle and materialism of Americans.  People who have not had a similar 
experience may not understand what you are going through, and you need 
to respect that as well.  It is healthy to find a couple of people who you can 
still process with and also pray with about how God wants you to use this 
experience.  You will not impact everyone when you return over the long 
run, but God may place certain people in your path for you to connect with.  
Again, E4 will serve to help you process this when you return and we are 
always here to help you walk through these changes.

4. Readjustment.  Eventually, things will go back to normal again and you 
will fall back into a comfortable routine. The easiest thing to do is to let the 
changes “un-change” you, and allow you to become as you were before. The 
process of what God is doing in your heart can get derailed unless you are 
intentional about continuing to pray and seek Him.  A few questions to help 
you process your return are:
 a. How can you continue on the path that led you to Gabon in the first  
 place? 
 b. How will your life at home look different now?
 c. How do you think this trip will impact your future?
 d. How can you make sure that you do not lose the lessons that God  
 taught you in Gabon?
 e. What does God want you to do now?
 

E4 Project is here to help you process post trip. An E4 staff member will 
meet with your team to debrief once you return to the States.  You will also 
receive a letter from our Chairman of the Board on ways that you can stay 
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POST TRIP REVERSE 
CULTURE-SHOCK 
(cont'd)

connected to our ministry partners in Gabon. We are always available to 
discuss options for how you can continue on the missional path that you 
are on, and how to keep building on the relationships that you developed in 
Gabon.
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Forms
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TRAVEL AGREEMENT & WAIVER FORM
Requirements: I commit to:
1. Remember that I am working at the invitation of a local ministry. I will take the necessary steps to avoid 

offending my hosts (including but not limited to observing dress codes and trying food that is offered by my 
host).

2. Remember that I have come to learn, not to teach. I will resist the temptation to tell people “how we do 
things” and be open to learning new ways of accomplishing tasks.

3. Respect the host’s view of Christianity, even if it is different from what I am accustomed to. I will recognize 
that the purpose of this trip is to experience faith lived out in a new setting; it is not to change the people I 
meet.

4. Develop and maintain a servant attitude toward nationals, missionaries, and my teammates.  
5. Fulfill all logistical requirements. I will obtain travel insurance, all required shots and malaria/other medica-

tions recommended by my doctor, and will comply with all requirements regarding passports, health insurance, 
finances, shots, etc. 

6. Refrain from any activity that could be construed as romantic interest or otherwise inappropriate behavior 
towards a national or team member. 

7. Abstain from the consumption of alcoholic beverages or the use of tobacco or illegal drugs while on the trip. 
8. Submit to the authority of my team leader. 
9. Pay for all costs associated with my trip. If raising support, I will pay for any remaining balance between the 

trip costs and support raised. 

Assumption of Risk / Liability Waiver
1. I assume that there exists certain risks involved in this travel experience, both known and unknown. Risks that 

include, but are not limited to, loss or damage to personal property, injury, and death due to unforeseeable 
events.

2. I recognize the nature of the destination country dictates that not all dangers, hazards and perils can be fore-
seen or avoided.

3. I respect team leader’s decisions and accept responsibility to learn and follow all safety standards, guidelines, 
and procedures established by the leader.

4. I authorize E4 Project Inc. (E4) or any agent of E4 to act on my behalf should I be unable to do so and to 
consent to any reasonable medical care.

I, the undersigned, acknowledge that I have read and understood the above travel agreement and am willing to 
comply with every aspect of it. If I do not comply with any of the requirements above, I agree to abide by my 
team leader's decision whether or not to send me home prematurely at my expense.  Furthermore, by signing this 
agreement I, heirs, assigns, and relatives, on my behalf, hereby waive, release, covenant not to sue and forever dis-
charge, to the fullest extent permitted by law, E4 Project Inc. and its related or connected organizations, officers, 
agents, employees, representatives, successors, assigns and all others of and from any and all responsibilities, 
claims, expenses, personal injury, wrongful death or liability for injuries or damages of any kind whether caused by 
the negligence of E4 Project Inc, or otherwise. The parties agree that the interpretation of this agreement will be 
governed by Colorado Law.
 

Name (Please Print)

Signature   Trip Name

Date    Trip Leader


